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Abstract In four experiments, we evaluated Lea’s (1984) re-
assignment procedure for studying object representation in
pigeons (Experiments 1–3) and humans (Experiment 4). In
the initial phase of Experiment 1, pigeons were taught to make
discriminative button responses to five views of each of four
objects. Using the same set of buttons in the second phase, one
view of each object was trained to a different button. In the
final phase, the four views that had been withheld in the sec-
ond stage were shown. In Experiment 2, pigeons were initially
trained just like the birds in Experiment 1. Then, one view of
each object was reassigned to a different button, now using a
new set of four response buttons. In Experiment 3, the reas-
signment paradigm was again tested using the number of
pecks to bind together different views of the same object.
Across all three experiments, pigeons showed statistically sig-
nificant generalization of the new response to the non-
reassigned views, but such responding was well below that
to the reassigned view. In Experiment 4, human participants
were studied using the same stimuli and task as the pigeons in

Experiment 1. People did strongly generalize the new re-
sponse to the non-reassigned views. These results indicate that
humans, but not pigeons, can employ a unified object repre-
sentation that they can flexibly map to different responses
under the reassignment procedure.

Keywords Concept learning . Human learning . Object
recognition . Perception . Pigeon . Psychophysics

Researchers have long sought to understand conceptual be-
havior in both humans and non-humans. In many instances,
the ideas of Bcategories,^ Bequivalence classes,^ and
Bconcepts^ are all interrelated within the literature (Zentall,
Wasserman, & Urcuioli, 2014). We can define a category or
equivalence class as Ba set of things that are treated equiva-
lently to one another^ (Murphy, 2010, p. 11). Thus, Btree^ is a
category that would include such diverse instances as pine
trees, oak trees, and apple trees. The concept of a Btree^ is
often also deemed to be the cognitive representation that we
refer to when we view a novel instance of a tree (for example,
a gingko) and are able to classify it as a member of the cate-
gory (Murphy, 2010). However, it is important to be clear that
behavioral evidence suggesting that a group of individual in-
stances forms a category for an organism does not tell usmuch
about what the organism knows about that Bconcept.^ It is this
particular issue that has been of interest to researchers study-
ing concepts in non-humans.

In one of the first studies to explore concepts in pigeons,
Herrnstein and Loveland (1964) taught pigeons to discrimi-
nate visual scenes that contained humans from those that did
not. Their study, as well as others that followed (e.g., Bhatt,
Wasserman, Reynolds, & Knauss, 1988; Mallot & Siddal,
1972; Siegel & Honig, 1970), attempted to determine the
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nature of the representation or Bconcept^ that the pigeon ac-
quires in the course of such discrimination learning.

Previous forced-choice tasks have shown that pigeons can
readily learn to discriminate single views of four different
objects and later generalize that discriminative responding to
novel views of those objects (Peissig, Young,Wasserman, and
Biederman 2000a), although generalization performance is
often significantly below that of the trained views. Peissig,
Wasserman, Young, and Biederman (2002) further showed
that training with multiple views increases generalization per-
formance. Such increased generalization applied not only to
the rotational axis of the trained views (e.g., the horizontal
axis), but also to an untrained and orthogonal rotational axis
(e.g., the vertical axis). Finally, go/no-go tasks (Peissig,
Young, Wasserman, and Biederman 2000b) have further
shown that pigeons treat different views of the same object
as more visually similar to one another than to different views
of different objects. All of these data collectively suggest that
pigeons perceive a correspondence among different views of
the same object. What we do not know, however, is how these
views are structurally related in memory, or how far we can
push this correspondence.

The generality of object representations is a particularly
important issue, pertaining directly to our understanding of
how both humans and non-humans employ object concepts
(Biederman, 2001; Peissig & Tarr, 2007). The data thus far
collected suggest that humans and non-human animals may
use similar object representations, although there may be
some disparities (for a review see Soto & Wasserman,
2014). For example, Spetch and Friedman (2003) found that
humans showed an advantage for interpolated views (between
two learned views) versus extrapolated views (not between
two learned views). In their study, however, pigeons did not
show this same advantage for interpolated versus extrapolated
views. In contrast, Peissig et al. (2002) found that pigeons
showed better generalization for views from an orthogonal
axis, similar to results found with humans (Bülthoff &
Edelman, 1992), if they were trained with multiple views. It
is possible that some of the differences found among various
studies of object recognition in pigeons may relate to how
flexibly the pigeons are able to use their object representation
in different conditions.

Martin-Malivel et al. (2006) found that, in a face discrim-
ination task, both humans and baboons could discriminate
noisy images of human and baboon faces equally well.
However, their evidence further suggests that humans and
baboons were using different information to solve the task.
Martin-Malivel et al. used classification images to analyze
what information each species was utilizing to classify human
and baboon faces within noise. Their results using this tech-
nique suggested that baboons tended to use coarse image in-
formation from the eye region, and they responded in accord
with a theoretical observer using only pixel similarities. In

contrast, Martin-Malivel et al. found that humans used both
coarse and fine visual information from the entire face.
Martin-Malivel suggested that baboons may resort to using
simple image properties to most efficiently solve the labora-
tory task, even if they are capable of using more complex
information in real-life tasks. Importantly, Soto and
Wasserman (2012) were able to take the disparate findings
for object categorization in both primates and pigeons and
account for all of the results within a single model. Thus,
species as distinct from one another as humans, baboons,
and pigeons may be using similar underlying object rep-
resentations, although the extent to which these represen-
tations might be flexibly used across diverse tasks might
differ.

Astley andWasserman (1992) used a go/no-go paradigm to
see if untrained stimulus similarities, such as those between
different views of the same object or between different mem-
bers of the same category, might be spontaneously exhibited.
The results of Astley and Wasserman as well as those of
Peissig et al. (2000b) support theories of categorical coher-
ence, which propose that perceptual similarity plays a key role
in the formation of categories.

Certainly, perceptual similarity is foundational to stimulus
generalization and it likely relates to the organism’s underly-
ing neural architecture, particularly if the common features are
critical for recognition. For example, Sigala and Logothetis
(2002) found that neurons in monkey visual cortex (specifi-
cally, the anterior inferior temporal cortex) were highly likely
to encode the perceptual features of an object that were rele-
vant in the recognition task. What is unclear, however, is
whether the pigeons (or monkeys) in these studies learned
something more generic about these object classes or shapes.
These studies thus do not unequivocally show that non-
humans form general object concepts similar to the types of
concepts that humans are believed to form.

In the current set of experiments, we explored Lea’s (1984)
innovative reassignment procedure for studying object repre-
sentation in pigeons. Lea proposed the reassignment proce-
dure as a critical test of conceptual behavior. He argued that
many experimental demonstrations of conceptual behavior in
pigeons may be attributable to simpler explanations than con-
cept formation. Pigeons may merely have learned that combi-
nations of specific features can be used to discriminate among
the training stimuli. This type of feature discrimination could
allow the pigeons to generalize their behavior to novel stimuli
that share some of the features of the training stimuli. For
example, pigeons might look for leaves, bark, or branches to
discriminate pictures of trees from pictures of other objects.
Even novel instances of trees are likely to contain at least one
of these features; thus, the pigeons should generalize their
behavior to novel trees.

Lea questioned whether this type of feature discrimination
learning should be defined as concept learning. He suggested
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that Bsomethingmore^may be required to adequately define a
concept. In human research, that Bsomething more^ has often
been proposed as the ability to verbally define or to cognitive-
ly manipulate the concept. Indeed, humans (and perhaps other
species) appear to be predisposed to create equivalence classes
(Zentall et al., 2014).

A recent study by Cimpian and Erickson (2012) suggests
that children are predisposed to partition their world into
groups of similar Bkinds.^ They found that children were
much better at remembering information about particular
Bkinds^ than particular exemplars; for example, children bet-
ter remembered that Bdogs^ exhibit a specific behavior than
they remembered that a particular dog exhibits that same be-
havior. These findings indicate that people, even from a very
young age, are adept at forming equivalence classes. That is,
they may more readily form a class for all Bdogs^ or all Btoys^
than just memorizing individual instances.

Despite the evidence that both humans and non-humans
behave as if they form equivalence classes, without a direct
window into the mind of an individual, it is difficult to know
what precisely has been learned. For example, Lea (1984)
proposed that even in a more complex experiment such as that
of Herrnstein and Loveland (1964), animals may not be using
a general concept or equivalence class to solve the discrimi-
nation. A task requiring pigeons to peck at images containing
people and not to peck at similar images without people could
be solved by learning the concept of Bperson^ and looking for
a person in an image. Based on studies such as Cimpian and
Erickson (2012), that is precisely how we would expect peo-
ple to perform the task, even from an early age. Alternatively,
the pigeons could simply learn specific responses to each im-
age used in the experiment (Lea, 1984, pp. 265-266). This
type of stimulus-response learning is not what we would con-
sider general concept learning of that same kind as is believed
to be characteristic of human categorization. Consequently,
additional behavioral evidence is necessary to determine the
nature of the representation used by non-humans to perform
these categorization tasks.

To test for that Bsomething more^ of concept formation in
non-human animals, Lea outlined a three-step experimental
design. In Step 1, the animal learns a concept in the usual
way. For example, the pigeon learns to peck at pictures of
trees and to withhold pecks to pictures of fish. In Step 2, the
animal learns to associate a new response to a subset of the
exemplars that comprise the learning set of each concept (in
this case, trees and fish). In the experimental example given by
Lea (1984), the trained response in Step 2 is a reversal of the
response learned in Step 1; so, the pigeon is now taught to
peck to a subset of the pictures of fish and to withhold pecks to
a subset of the pictures of trees. In Step 3, the animal is tested
with those exemplars of the concepts that were not shown in
Step 2; in keeping with the example, this would mean that the
pigeon should now peck at these fish and to withhold pecks to

these trees, even though these particular stimuli had only been
shown in Step 1 when they occasioned the opposite response
tendencies.

According to Lea, this type of experiment should provide a
better test of concept formation in non-human animals.
However, the failure to find a positive result has two possible
explanations. First, a negative result using Lea’s procedure
could indicate that pigeons do not form a general category
or object concept that they can cognitively manipulate.
Instead, pigeons may simply form networks of associations
among the features that are likely to be associated with the
category or object. Humans may also sometimes form con-
cepts in this way, but we presume that humans are also able to
form more general concepts, as defined above. Second, a neg-
ative result may indicate that Lea’s suggested method for
testing concepts in animals is unable to sensitively diag-
nose these more general concepts in animals, due to lim-
itations in the pigeon’s ability to flexibly respond to
changes in response contingencies. There may be consid-
erable interference between what is learned in Steps 1
and 2, thereby confusing the animal by the time it is
finally tested in Step 3 (Zentall, 2012).

Several studies have used some version of the reassignment
procedure to study concept formation in non-humans, with
varying degrees of success. For example, Vaughan (1988)
found positive transfer in a study looking at the formation of
equivalence classes in pigeons. Vaughan’s results suggest that,
at least under some conditions, pigeons are able to form equiv-
alence classes. However, he used numerous reversals and re-
inforcement contingencies that were directly associated with
these classes (the sets of stimuli were reversed from S+ to S−).

Similarly, Wasserman, DeVolder, and Coppage (1992) ex-
plored concept formation in pigeons using categories that
were not visually similar to try to create equivalence classes
in pigeons. The pigeons exhibited significant transfer to the
untrained stimuli, making it evident that the pigeons had
formed equivalence classes even with non-similarity-based
categories; specifically, pigeons chose the same response for
the cars as they did for the people if those categories had been
associatedwith the same response in the first phase of training.
Similar to Vaughan (1988), these data suggest that pigeons can
form a general concept related to a common reinforcement
contingency using a form of the reassignment procedure.

In accord with Vaughan (1988) and Wasserman, DeVolder,
and Coppage (1992), Delius, Ameling, Lea, and Staddon
(1995) found evidence for the formation of equivalence clas-
ses in pigeons using a version of the reassignment procedure
as well. Although their transfer effects were not large, they
were significant and provide more evidence that the reassign-
ment procedure can be used to test for the formation of a
concept based on common reinforcement contingencies.

In contrast, there are other studies that have been unable to
successfully demonstrate instance to category generalization
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as proposed by Lea (1984). For example, Von Fersen and Lea
(1990) did not obtain uniformly positive results. In their study,
the authors trained common responses to two groups of stim-
uli. The responses were then reversed for a subset of the two
groups. Finally, pigeons were tested with group members that
either shared features with those members given reversal train-
ing or did not share features with those given reversal training.
Von Fersen and Lea argued that in order to show evidence of
having formed a true Bconcept,^ pigeons should generalize the
response reversal to members that do share features and that
do not share features with the trained group members. They
found no evidence that pigeons generalized the reversal to
stimuli that did not share features in common with the stimuli
given reversal training.

Bhatt and Wasserman (1989, Experiment 2) used a version
of Lea’s reassignment technique to determine whether pigeons
formed equivalence classes for perceptual categories of
objects and were unable to demonstrate concept formation
using the reassignment paradigm. Bhatt and Wasserman
(1989) reported that the pigeons’ performance in the reassign-
ment task suggested that they may not have formed an equiv-
alence class. Alternatively, the reassignment paradigm may
simply be an inadequate test of equivalence classes in pigeons,
because the correct choice during testing was ambiguous
(Zentall, 2012). Indeed, without explicit instructions, a human
participant in this sort of task may not be sure whether the
experimenter expects him or her to choose the old or new
response during testing.

Given the mixed results obtained in previous studies, it is
unclear whether the negative results indicate the pigeon’s in-
ability to adequately adjust to the changing response contin-
gencies used in reassignment training or if these failures re-
flect a true representation of how these classes are instantiated
in the animal’s brain. In the present study, our goal was to
assess the reassignment procedure as a technique for studying
object representations in pigeons and, more importantly, to
better understand how objects are represented in the pigeon
brain.

Wasserman and colleagues tested for category formation
using a wide variety of procedures (Astley, Peissig, &
Wasserman, 2002; Astley & Wasserman, 1992, 1998, 1999;
Bhatt & Wasserman, 1989; Wasserman & Bhatt, 1992); the
reassignment procedure was the only one to fail (Bhatt &
Wasserman, 1989). In the hope of providing a more sensitive
assessment of the reassignment method in the present study,
we deployed it in a setting that involves a particularly basic
form of categorization: generalizing across large changes
(e.g., ≤ 72° of depth rotation) in views of the same object,
where the competing stimuli were different objects, varying
in non-accidental properties (NAPs; Biederman, 1987). It is
possible that pigeons may have an easier time adjusting to
changing contingencies if the task itself is simpler, thereby
potentially decreasing the birds’ cognitive load.

We chose very simple objects for our study: geons. Geons
are defined as basic object shapes corresponding to simple
parts which, along with their spatial configuration, make up
the general representation of an object. This componential
representation is similar to the way letters (or spelling pat-
terns) in a particular order make up words (Biederman,
1987). Non-accidental properties are those characteristics,
such as symmetry and whether an axis is curved or straight,
that are true indicators of the real-world shape of a part, in that
they are invariant with orientation in depth, for example a
contour that is curved will remain curved under all viewpoints
except when its axis of curvature is aligned with the view-
point, as when the image of the edge of a penny appears as a
two-dimensional rectangle. In contrast, an accidental property,
such as the degree of curvature or the angle of attachment of
two parts, would be a characteristic that varies with viewpoint
and is thus, in general, not an invariant characteristic of the
object.

In the current study, generalization by pigeons of the
reassigned response to the withheld object views would pro-
vide clear evidence that pigeons do form general object rep-
resentations for each object, with the representations specify-
ing NAPs, similar to those proposed by Biederman (1987). If,
however, the pigeons do not show generalization of the
reassigned response, then that may indicate that pigeons do
not form general object concepts and instead store individual
object views that can be either be strongly or loosely associ-
ated with one another to form an Bobject^ concept.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we tested the flexibility of the pigeon’s ob-
ject representation by first training birds with five different
views of each geon in order to encourage their attending to
the relevant stimulus features of each object. The pigeons
were next trained to make a new response to only one of those
views (reassignment training). If this training successfully ac-
cesses the pigeons’ object representations, then when the birds
are finally given testing trials with the four withheld views,
they should be inclined to make the new response, which
would be consistent with the formation of a general
viewpoint-invariant representation. Alternatively, the pigeons
may make the old response learned during original training or
make a variety of responses, both old and new; these alterna-
tive outcomes would be consistent the idea that the pigeons
had stored individual representations of specific object views
which are not strongly associated with one another.

Method

Participants The participants were four feral pigeons main-
tained at 85 % of their free-feeding weights. Prior to the
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present experiment, the pigeons had participated in unrelated
studies.

Apparatus The pigeons were trained in four specially con-
structed plywood chambers. One side of each chamber
consisted of a large opening with an aluminum frame attached
to the outside; inside the frame was a clear touch screen
(AccuTouch® Model #002744-FTM-K1; Elographics, Oak
Ridge, TN) that was coated with mylar for durability. The
pigeons’ pecks to the touch screen were processed by a serial
controller board (Model #E271-2210, Elographics, Menlo
Park, CA). A brushed aluminum panel was placed directly
in front of the screen to allow the birds access to limited
portions of the video monitor. There were five openings in
the aluminum panel: the center opening was a 7-cm × 7-cm
square opening in which the visual stimuli appeared, and the
remaining four openings were circular, 1.9 cm in diameter,
and were located 2.3 cm from each corner of the center display
opening (see Fig. 1). The four corner openings served as re-
port buttons. In the rear of the chamber, a clear Plexiglas food
cup was placed level with a wire mesh floor to prevent the
pigeons from perching on the cup. Noyes 45-mg pigeon pel-
lets were delivered through a vinyl tube into the cup via a
rotary pellet dispenser (Model #ENV-203M; MED
Associates, Lafayette, IN). During experimental sessions, il-
lumination of the chamber was provided by a houselight
mounted on the upper rear wall of the chamber. A digital I/O
interface board (National Instruments Model #NB-DIO-24,
Austin, TX, USA) controlled the pellet dispenser and the
houselight.

Control of peripheral stimuli (via the I/O interface) and
recording of pigeons’ responses (via the serial controller
board) were accomplished by four Apple Macintosh® 7100/
66 Power PC computers. The pigeon’s monitor and an

identical monitor located in an adjacent room were connected
by a distribution amplifier (Model #MAC/2 DA2; Extron
Electronic, Santa Fe Springs, CA, USA). The programs were
developed in HyperCard Version 2.3 (Apple Computer,
Cupertino, CA, USA).

Stimuli The stimuli comprised an arch, a barrel, a brick, and a
wedge that varied from one another by a variety of non-
accidental properties of their generalized cone characterization
(Biederman, 1987; see Fig. 2). The arch had a curved axis and
a straight cross-section with parallel sides. All of the other
stimuli had straight axes: the barrel had a circular cross-
section and non-parallel sides (which meant that the cross-
section changed sides as it was swept along the axis); the brick
had a square cross-section and parallel sides; the wedge had a
straight cross-section and non-parallel sides (Biederman,
1987). The geons were rotated in depth along a horizontal axis
in 72° intervals to yield five different views of each geon (see
Fig. 2). The stimuli ranged from 2 to 4 cm in width and height;
they were rendered in Raydream Designer 4 at 300 dots per
inch (dpi) resolution, and were shown to the pigeons at 230 ×
230 pixels in HyperCard 2.3.

Procedure At the beginning of a trial, the center display area
was illuminated with a black cross centered on a white back-
ground. A single peck anywhere within that display area
turned on a single-geon stimulus in the center. The pigeons
were required to peck the center screen a fixed number of
times; the number of required pecks was individually adjusted
for each bird, depending on its level of performance (for three
birds it was 15 pecks and for one bird it was 10 pecks).
Completing the final peck illuminated the four corner report
buttons (see Fig. 1). After a correct choice, the stimulus was
removed from the display area, the report buttons were dark-
ened, and a food pellet reinforcer was delivered. After an
incorrect choice, the stimulus was turned off for 1 s, the report
buttons were darkened, and the houselight was turned off for
from 4 to 6 s (M = 5 s). The pigeon then proceeded through
one or more correction trials (repeating the incorrect trial until
a correct choice was made). There was no limit on the number
of correction trials that pigeons were given and these trials
were not scored for analysis. Intertrial intervals ranged from
6 to 10 s (M = 8 s).

Experiment 1 comprised three phases: original training,
reassignment training, and testing. In original training, the
pigeons were taught to peck one of the four different corner
report buttons in response to all five views (0°, 72°, 144°,
−144°, and −72°, created by rotating the objects in depth in
the horizontal axis) of each of the four single-geon stimuli.
Button assignments were counterbalanced across the four pi-
geons using a Latin-square design. We used a randomized
block design for original training; each block consisted of
one presentation of each of the five views of each of the four

Fig. 1 A bird’s eye view of the response panel. The response buttons are
placed at the corners of the stimulus display area. The black area shows
the placement of the metal panel blocking all other parts of the
touchscreen and computer monitor
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geons, yielding a total of 20 trials. There were ten blocks in
each daily session for a total of 200 trials. Each bird had to
meet an 85/80 criterion; this criterion meant that a pigeon had
to obtain 85% or above correct as the overall average of all the
stimuli and at least 80 % correct for each of the four geons.
This criterion assured that pigeons were achieving a high level
of performance overall as well as for each object before mov-
ing to the next phase. Each bird was required to meet this 85/
80 criterion for a minimum of 1 day before it could proceed to
reassignment training.

In reassignment training, one view (the 0° view) of each of
the four geons was reassigned to a new report button. This
procedure allowed us to compare these data to previously
reported data in which pigeons were trained with only the 0°
view and then immediately tested for generalization to novel
views (Peissig et al. 2000a, Experiment 2). The four remain-
ing views of each geon were withheld during reassignment
training. Button reassignment was again counterbalanced
across the four pigeons. For reassignment training, we used
a randomized block design; each block consisted of five

presentations of the 0° view of each of the four geons for a
total of 20 trials in a block. There were ten blocks in each daily
session for a total of 200 trials. Each bird had tomeet the 85/80
criterion for at least 1 day before it could proceed to testing.

In testing, trials with the tested stimuli were non-
differentially reinforced. All of the training trials involved
differential food reinforcement; if a pigeon failed to meet the
85/80 criterion for the training trials by the end of a testing
session, then it was returned to training for later sessions until
it met the 85/80 criterion. The testing stimuli comprised the
four views of each of the four geons that were withheld during
reassignment training, yielding 16 testing stimuli. In addition,
the 0° views that received reassignment training were also
given as testing stimuli during testing sessions, so that there
were equal numbers of non-differentially reinforced testing
trials for all five views of each geon. This procedure yielded
a total of 20 testing stimuli (0°, 72°, 144°, −144°, and −72°
rotations for each of the four geons).

Testing sessions began with eight warm-up trials (two of
each training stimulus from reassignment training). The

- -

- -

- -

- -

Fig. 2 The 0°, 72°, 144°, −144°, and −72° views of the arch, barrel, brick, and wedge geons. The 0° views were used in Reassignment Training
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remainder of the testing session followed a randomized block
design. Each block contained 22 trials involving each of the
four reassignment training stimuli appearing five times (20
trials) plus two of the testing stimuli; the two testing stimuli
were chosen randomly, without replacement, from the total
pool of 20 testing stimuli. There were ten blocks in each daily
session for a total of 228 trials (eight differentially reinforced
warm-up trials involving the 0° views, 200 differentially rein-
forced training views, and 20 non-differentially reinforced
testing stimuli). Each pigeon continued until it was tested 20
times with each of the testing stimuli (20 testing sessions).

Results and discussion

The pigeons spent an average of 29 days in original training
and 15 days in reassignment training. During testing, they
required a mean of 12 days of additional training sessions.
Figure 3 shows the mean choice accuracy in testing for
Experiment 1 and for a group of pigeons trained with only
one view (Control Group; Peissig et al. 2000a, Experiment 2).
The data are collapsed across the −72° and 72° views, and
across the −144° and 144° views for all four geons; only the
non-differentially reinforced trials of the 0° views were in-
cluded in both Fig. 3 and the analyses. Chance performance
is 25 %. The pigeons chose the new, reassigned response
significantly more often than would be expected by chance
for all of the withheld views (one-tailed binomial, p < 0.05).
However, the percentage of times the birds made the
reassigned response for the withheld views (35 %) was much
lower than for the reassigned view (82 %).

In order to confirm these initial observations, we analyzed
choice accuracy using a repeated measures, full factorial 4 × 5
ANOVA of Geon (arch, barrel, brick, and wedge) by View
(−144°, −72°, 0°, 72°, and 144°). We used only the non-
differentially reinforced 0° views, allowing for an equal num-
ber of trials for each view. There was a statistically significant
main effect of Geon [F(3, 9) = 6.54, p = 0.01, η2partial = 0.08],
indicating that the pigeons exhibited different levels of accu-
racy to the four different geons (see Table 1). The main effect
of View [F(4,12) = 19.94, p < 0.0001, η2partial = 0.20] was
significant, indicating that the pigeons’ choice accuracy varied
significantly across views. Tukey’s HSD test revealed that the
comparisons between the 0° view and the other views (−144°,
−72°, 72°, and 144°) were statistically significant (α = 0.05; p
< 0.001); the comparisons among the other views were not
statistically significant (α = 0.05; p > 0.05). This analysis
clearly shows that the difference between the non-reassigned
views (−144°, −72°, 72°, and 144°) and the reassigned view
(0°) is driving this effect. The interaction of Geon by View
was also statistically significant [F(12, 36) = 6.52, p < 0.0001,
η2partial = 0.12]; this interaction disclosed that the pigeons
exhibited different patterns of responding to different views
of the four different geons.

The pigeons were tested for a total of 20 sessions, inter-
spersed with Reassignment training if performance fell below
criterion. It is possible that this extended testing (which in-
cluded testing trials with non-differential reinforcement) may
have depressed performance, hiding an initial high level of
generalization within the first few days of the testing phase.
To test this possibility, we analyzed just Days 1 and 2 of the
testing phase to determine if the pattern of results was any
different. Figure 4 shows the first 2 days of testing plotted
along with the full 20 days of testing. It is evident that perfor-
mance was higher in the first 2 days compared to the full
20 days of testing; however, the pattern of results was the
same. To confirm this point, we analyzed choice accuracy
for testing phase Days 1 and 2 using a repeated measures, full
factorial 4 × 5 ANOVA of Geon (arch, barrel, brick, and
wedge) by View (−144°, −72°, 0°, 72°, and 144°). We found
a statistically significant main effect of Geon [F(3, 9) = 4.98,
p = 0.05, η2partial = 0.14], indicating that the pigeons exhibited
different levels of accuracy to the four different geons. The
main effect of View [F(4,12) = 8.01, p < 0.01, η2partial = 0.32]
was significant, indicating that the pigeons’ choice accuracy
varied significantly across views. The interaction of Geon by
View was also statistically significant, [F(12, 36) = 2.08, p <
0.05, η2partial = 0.20]. These were the same outcomes that we
found when analyzing all 20 days of data.

The results of Experiment 1 show that the pigeons did
exhibit some generalization of discriminative responding to
the new, trained response when shown the withheld views
(Fig. 3); nevertheless, this generalization was small in magni-
tude (only 10 % higher than chance). The pigeons did choose

Fig. 3 The choice accuracy scores for Experiments 1 and 2 for the testing
phase plotted along with control data from Peissig et al. (2000a,
Experiment 2). The data are plotted as a function of distance from the
trained/reassigned view (0, 72, and 144° from the trained view). In Exper-
iment 1, the button response was reassigned using the same set of buttons
from original training. In Experiment 2, reassignment was conducted using
a completely new set of buttons (see Fig. 5). The control data were col-
lected from pigeons trained with only a single view of each geon, and then
tested with novel views 72° and 144° away from the trained view. Error
bars represent 95 % confidence intervals
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the old response for some of the withheld views, but the per-
centage of choices to the old response button (17 %) was
much smaller than was the accuracy achieved in original train-
ing (last day of training = 88 % correct).

The pigeons’ testing responses can actually be divided into
three categories: (1) new, reassigned responses (from reassign-
ment training); (2) old, trained responses (from original

training); and (3) random responses (those to the two report
buttons that were never associated with the particular testing
object). Categories 1 and 2 explicitly relate to the type of
training given, whereas Categories 2 and 3 tell us more about
which buttons pigeons prefer to peck when they choose some-
thing other than the new, reassigned response.

From Table 1, we can see that, in general, the pigeons were
twice as likely to choose the reassigned button compared to
the original trained button. In addition, if we look at the per-
centage of responses to the original trained button compared
to the percentage of responses to buttons that were never as-
sociated with the testing stimulus, the mean percentage of
responses was relatively equally divided, with a slight
bias toward choosing the never-associated buttons
(17 % to the one originally trained button, 48 % to the
two remaining buttons). Looking more closely at specific
geons and views, there is some indication that the pi-
geons may have defaulted to the original trained re-
sponse for certain geons (e.g., the arch). However, given
the relatively small number of subjects (four) and the
predisposition for pigeons to have a response bias for a
Bdefault^ button whenever they were uncertain how to
respond, these data should be interpreted with caution.
Indeed, for the wedge, the pigeons were very likely to
choose one of the two random buttons, even though they
were never associated with that particular geon.

Fig. 4 The choice accuracy scores for days 1 and 2 for the testing phase
of Experiment 1 plotted along with the accuracy scores for days 1–20 for
the testing phase. The data are plotted as a function of distance from the
reassigned view (the 0° view includes only the non-differentially rein-
forced trials of that view). Error bars represent 95 % confidence intervals

Table 1 A comparison of the percentage of the total responses for each view consistent with the reassigned response, the percentage of responses
consistent with the old, learned response, and the percentage of responses not consistent with either reassignment or original training

Percent of total responses

Geon Non-reassigned
Views

In accord with
reassignment
training

In accord with
original training

Responses not in accord
with either type of training
(random)

Arch −144 8.8 % 55.0 % 36.3 %

−72 11.3 % 46.3 % 42.5 %

72 10 % 21.3 % 68.8 %

144 26.3 % 36.3 % 37.5 %

Barrel −144 51.3 % 7.5 % 41.3 %

−72 77.5 % 3.8 % 18.8 %

72 36.3 % 11.3 % 52.5 %

144 31.3 % 7.5 % 61.3 %

Brick −144 52.5 % 16.3 % 31.3 %

−72 30.0 % 25.0 % 45.0 %

72 43.8 % 16.3 % 40.0 %

144 52.5 % 15.0 % 32.5 %

Wedge −144 10.0 % 1.3 % 88.8 %

−72 15.0 % 0 % 85.0 %

72 56.3 % 3.8 % 40.0 %

144 48.8 % 11.3 % 40.0 %

mean across all geons 35.0 % 17.3 % 47.6 %
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The accuracy of responses made to the originally trained
button was analyzed using a repeated measures, full factorial
ANOVA of Geon (arch, barrel, brick, or wedge) by Non-
reassigned view (−144°, −72°, 72°, and 144°). The interaction
of Geon by Non-reassigned view was significant, [F(8, 26) =
3.62, p < 0.01, η2partial = 0.09], suggesting that the pigeons’
likelihood of reverting to the old response for the withheld
views varied among the different rotations of each geon. No
other effects were significant. This analysis confirms the re-
sults presented in Table 1; although there was considerable
variability in the percentage of original responses to the dif-
ferent non-reassigned views across the four geons, we did not
see an overall trend indicating that pigeons overwhelmingly
chose the old response for any particular view or for any
specific geon.

As an additional way to evaluate the pigeons’ performance
in the present experiment, in Fig. 3, we also graphed the re-
sults of a previously published experiment in which pigeons
were trained with only one view of each object and then
tested with novel views (Peissig et al. 2000a; Experiment
2). The pigeons trained with the reassignment procedure
exhibited very similar generalization to the withheld
views to pigeons for which the views were completely
novel. Pigeons trained with only one view chose the
correct response for that trained view 95 % of the time;
they showed moderate generalization to untrained views:
54 % correct at 72° and 46 % correct at 144°. Thus, the
findings of the present reassignment experiment are sure-
ly not what one would have expected if the pigeons had
generalized the reassigned view’s new response to the
withheld views.

Recall that we suspected that this experiment would
yield one of three possible sets of results for pigeons’
responses to the withheld views. Pigeons might make
the new, reassigned response on a large percentage of
trials. Figure 3 clearly shows that this was not the case.
Although the pigeons did choose the new response more
than would be expected by chance, they did not choose
the new response on a large percentage of trials. Second,
pigeons might continue to make the original response to
the withheld views. This outcome, however, was not the
case; the pigeons chose the old response no more often
than they chose buttons that had never been associated
with the particular object (approximately 17 % of the
time for the old response, and 48 % for both the non-
associated buttons). Third, pigeons might respond with
some new responses, some old responses, and some ran-
dom, incorrect responses. This final possibility appears to
be the most suitable summary of the data. The pigeons
chose the new response 35 % of the time, which al-
though above chance, is not an especially strong indica-
tor that the pigeons had formed a general object concept
for each object.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, our pigeons appear not to have retained
much information about the general shape of an object over
the course of the entire experiment. One key feature of this
experiment was that the four response buttons used in the
training phase were the same as those used during the reas-
signment phase. Thus, the pigeons may have been conflicted
as to which response to perform when they were given the
withheld views: should they make the new response or the
original response? In addition, because the same buttons were
used in original training and in reassignment training, we
deemed it inappropriate to continue training with the withheld
views during the reassignment phase. Consequently, another
possible explanation of the pigeon’s poor generalization of the
new response is that the birds had forgotten the original asso-
ciative training. Thus, the pigeons may not have formed a
general object representation that encompassed all five views.
Alternatively, the pigeons did form such a general representa-
tion, but it was masked or destroyed by reassignment training.
In support of the proposal that the general representation was
never formed or was destroyed by training, Fig. 3 shows that
the pigeons’ performance was similar to the performance of
other pigeons that were trained with only one view.

To address these issues, in Experiment 2, pigeons were
originally trained with four buttons in the same configuration
as in Experiment 1 (Fig. 1). For the reassignment phase, how-
ever, a new set of four buttons was offered to the pigeons,
which differed in both position and surface from those in the
original training (Fig. 5). On any given trial, only one set of
buttons was made available. So, during the final phase with
the four withheld views, the pigeons could not perform the

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the response button placement used
for reassignment training in Experiment 2. The black area shows the
placement of the metal panel blocking all other parts of the touchscreen
and computer monitor. For original training, the buttons were in the same
positions as in Experiment 1 (see Fig. 1)
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original responses, presumably making the task demands less
ambiguous.

Method

Participants The participants were four feral pigeons that
were different from those studied in Experiment 1. The birds
were kept at 85 % of their free-feed weights by controlled
daily feeding. The pigeons were placed on a 15-h/9-h, light/
dark schedule and were given free access to water and grit
throughout the experiment. The pigeons had earlier participat-
ed in unrelated studies.

Apparatus The pigeons were trained in four operant condi-
tioning boxes detailed by Gibson, Wasserman, Frei, and
Miller (2004). The stimuli were presented on a 15-in LCD
monitor located behind an AccuTouch® resistive touchscreen
(Elo TouchSystems, Fremont, CA, USA). Each chamber was
controlled by an Apple® eMac® computer. The experimental
procedure was programmed in HyperCard Version 2.4. All
other aspects of the apparatus were identical to Experiment 1.

Stimuli The stimuli were the same as those used in
Experiment 1, except that they were rendered in Carrara 3
(Eovia, Mountain View, CA, USA) at a resolution 144 dpi
and displayed at 240 × 240 pixels in Hypercard. Eight black
Macintosh icons on light yellow backgrounds served as the
report buttons; they were 2.7 centimeters in width and 2.3 cen-
timeters in height. Here, four of the report buttons were placed
at the corners of the stimulus window on original training
trials; the remaining four report buttons were placed at the
top, left, right, and bottom of the stimulus window on reas-
signment training trials.

Procedure The procedure was nearly identical to Experiment
1 with the exception of the mean length of time for turning off
the houselight after an incorrect choice. In Experiment 2, the
stimulus, the report buttons, and the houselight were turned
off for 5–8 s (M = 6.5 s). The number of required pecks on
individual trials was individually adjusted for each bird; in this
experiment, it was 7, 10, and 15 pecks for the three pigeons
that completed the experiment.

Experiment 2 comprised three phases: original training,
reassignment training, and testing. During original training,
the pigeons were taught to peck one of the four different cor-
ner report buttons in response to all five of the views (0°, 72°,
144°, −144°, and −72°) of each of the four single-geon stim-
uli. Button assignments were counterbalanced across the four
pigeons using a Latin-square design. We used a randomized
block design for original training; each block consisted of one
presentation of each of the five views of all four geons, yield-
ing a total of 20 trials in a single block. There were ten blocks
in each daily session for a total of 200 trials. Each bird had to

meet an 85/80 criterion (at least 85 % correct overall and at
least 80 % correct for each of the four geons) for at least 1 day
before it could proceed to reassignment training.

During the reassignment training phase, we used a random-
ized block design and each block consisted of two sub-blocks
(an original training sub-block and a reassignment training
sub-block). The original training sub-block, which was ar-
ranged to maintain original training performance, consisted
of one presentation of each of the five views of all four geons,
yielding a total of 20 trials. The reassignment training sub-
block consisted of 20 sets of trials. Each set comprised one
presentation of the 0° view of each of the four geons, yielding
a total of 80 trials in a single reassignment training sub-block.
In the reassignment training phase, the two sub-blocks (an
original training sub-block and a reassignment training sub-
block) were alternated twice in each daily session for a total of
200 trials. Each bird had to meet an 80/85/80 criterion (at least
80 % correct overall for original training trials, 85 % correct
overall for reassignment trials, and 80% correct for each of the
four geons on reassignment trials) for at least 1 day before it
could proceed to testing. If a pigeon failed to attain at least
80 % correct overall for original training trials by the end of a
session, then it was returned to training until it met the 85/80
criterion.

During the testing phase, testing trials were non-
differentially reinforced. All of the training trials and the reas-
signment trials involved differential food reinforcement. The
16 testing trials comprised four views (72°, 144°, −144°, and
−72°) of each of the four geons.

Testing sessions began with 28 warm-up trials: 20 of orig-
inal training (five views of each of the four geons) plus eight
of reassignment training (two blocks of the 0° view of each of
the four geons). The remainder of the testing session followed
a randomized block design. Each block contained five trials,
with each of the four reassignment training trials appearing
once (four trials) plus one of the testing trials. The testing trials
were chosen randomly, without replacement, from the total
pool of 16 testing stimuli. There were 32 blocks in each daily
session for a total of 188 trials (28 differentially reinforced
warm-up trials, 128 differentially reinforced reassignment
training trials, and 32 non-differentially reinforced testing tri-
als). The pigeons received each testing stimulus twice per
session for a total of 20 presentations over the course of ten
testing sessions. There was at least one reassignment training
session between the testing days. The same criterion from the
reassignment phase (80/85/80 criterion) was applied to the
testing phase.

Results and discussion

One of the pigeons was exceedingly slow to learn and did not
finish ten testing sessions; therefore, we excluded the data of
this bird from our data analysis. The other three pigeons spent
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a mean of 50 days in the original training phase and a mean of
23 days in the reassignment training phase. In the reassign-
ment phase, the pigeons required a mean of 18 days of addi-
tional original training. In the testing phase, the pigeons re-
quired a mean of 27 days of additional original training and
41 days of additional reassignment training. Only data from
the testing phase are presented here.

Figure 3 shows mean choice accuracy in testing (labeled
Experiment 2 in the figure). The data are collapsed across the
−72° and 72° rotations and the −144° and 144° rotations across
all four geons. It is evident from the figure that the pigeons did
not exhibit equivalent performance to the reassigned and
withheld views. For the reassigned view the pigeons
chose the new response 94 % of the time, whereas for
the withheld views the pigeons chose the new response
much less (72° = 43 %; 144° = 51 %). Although these
pigeons were somewhat more accurate than the pigeons
in Experiment 1, the pattern of performance was similar
in Experiments 1 and 2.

In order to confirm these initial observations, we analyzed
choice accuracy using a repeated measures, full factorial
ANOVA of Geon (arch, barrel, brick, and wedge) by View
(−144°, −72°, 0°, 72°, and 144°). Themain effect of Geonwas
not significant [F(3, 6) = 2.99, p > 0.05], indicating that the
pigeons’ choice accuracy for the different geons did not differ
significantly from one another. There was a statistically sig-
nificant main effect of View [F(4, 8) = 48.60, p < 0.0001,
η2partial = 0.34], indicating that the pigeons exhibited different
levels of accuracy to the five different views. Tukey’s HSD
test revealed that the comparisons between the 0° view and the
other views (−144°, −72°, 72°, and 144°) were statistically
significant; the comparisons among other views were not sta-
tistically significant (α = 0.05). The interaction of Geon by
View was statistically significant [F(12, 24) = 3.46, p < 0.005,
η2partial = 0.16]; this interaction indicated that the pigeons
showed different patterns of responding to the different views
of the four different geons.

Just as in Experiment 1, we analyzed Days 1 and 2 of the
testing phase to determine if the pattern of results was any
different. Figure 6 depicts the first 2 days of testing plotted
along with the full 10 days of testing. There was very little
difference between performance on the first 2 days of the
experiment compared to the full 10 days of testing. We ana-
lyzed choice accuracy for testing phase Days 1 and 2 using a
repeated measures, full factorial 4 × 5 ANOVA of Geon (arch,
barrel, brick, and wedge) by View (−144°, −72°, 0°, 72°, and
144°). There was no significant main effect of Geon [F(3, 6) =
3.32, p > 0.05, η2partial = 0.14], indicating similar accuracy
across the four different geons. The main effect of View
[F(4,8) = 34.63, p < 0.0001, η2partial = 0.30] was significant,
indicating that the pigeons’ choice accuracy varied signifi-
cantly across views. The interaction of Geon by View was
also statistically significant, [F(12, 24) = 2.23, p = 0.045,

η2partial = 0.17]. These were the same outcomes that we found
when analyzing all 10 days of data.

These results thus reveal that, even when the old response
buttons were made unavailable, the pigeons still exhibited
only modest generalization of the newly trained response to
the withheld views. The continuation of original training dur-
ing the reassignment phase of the experiment may have led to
slightly better performance overall compared to Experiment 1.
Nevertheless, the pattern of results was the same.

So, it is clear that, using different button report responses,
the pigeons did not exhibit evidence of a general object repre-
sentation using the reassignment paradigm. There are numer-
ous other studies that indicate that pigeons are able to perform
well in object recognition tasks (e.g., DiPietro, Wasserman, &
Young, 2002; Peissig et al. 2002; Spetch & Friedman, 2006),
suggesting that even though pigeons may not form a general
object concept that would allow them to perform well in the
reassignment task, they are able to use individual stored views
in a way that allows them to perform well when recognizing
objects at different views under some conditions.

Experiment 3

In Experiments 1 and 2, the nature of the pigeon’s visual
representation was investigated using reassignment training
with different button report responses. In those experiments,
we found that the pigeons exhibited some generalization of
the new response to the withheld views, but that their response
accuracies were significantly lower than their accuracies to the
reassigned views. We even found these results despite the use
of an entirely different set of response buttons during reassign-
ment training in Experiment 2.

Another possibility is that Experiments 1 and 2 might not
have yielded conclusive results due to specific features of the
task. Choosing among four different button report responses

Fig. 6 The choice accuracy scores for days 1 and 2 of the testing phase in
Experiment 2 plotted alongwith the choice accuracy scores for days 1–20
of the testing phase. The data are plotted as a function of distance from the
reassigned view. Error bars represent 95 % confidence intervals
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may not be an effective mediating behavior for fusing the
different views into a general representation. In an experimen-
tal design in which pigeons must retain a complex set of as-
sociations over time, the mediation may need to be stronger to
be effective.

Astley and Wasserman (1999) showed that experimental
paradigms that directly involve the delay or probability of
food reinforcement are especially effective in producing me-
diating associations in pigeons. They trained pigeons with
four categories of objects (people, flowers, cars, and people).
In their Experiment 1, two categories were associated with a
long delay to reinforcement, whereas the remaining two cate-
gories were associated with a short delay to reinforcement; in
their Experiment 3, pairs of categories were assigned to either
a low or a high probability of reinforcement. During choice
training, only one category within each pair was trained to a
distinctive button response. When the withheld categories of
objects were tested on choice trials, the pigeons chose the
same button response that was associated with the category
that shared a common reinforcement condition (e.g., the same
delay to reinforcement). The pigeons responded at a level that
was virtually indistinguishable from performance on the
trained categories despite the fact that the testing categories
had never been directly associated with the response buttons.
The success of the delay training procedure is likely to be
credited to training the categories using a mediator that direct-
ly affected reinforcement. Based on these data, we can surmise
that the pigeons had formed strong associations among the
objects within the categories based on their initial training;
even when a subset of the objects within the category were
trained with a new response, the remaining withheld category
members were strongly associated with the new response.

Astley and Wasserman (1998) found much poorer general-
ization when pigeons’ original training with all four categories
involved an arbitrary button response (nearly a 30 % decrease
in accuracy even when the birds were overtrained). Thus, in
Astley and Wasserman’s (1999) experiments, memory of the
equivalence classes formed during the original training phase
may have been enhanced by the use of stronger associative
Bglue^ than an arbitrary button response; this is likely to be the
result of a stronger salience for responses that directly involve
the perceived value of reinforcement. Hence, the pigeons’
poor generalization to the withheld views in the present
Experiments 1 and 2 may be ameliorated by training with
something more effective than single, arbitrary button re-
sponses. If the type of mediating event used in original train-
ing differentially affects the strength of the mediating associ-
ations, then pigeons should be more likely to form and main-
tain a generalized object representation if we were to use a
stronger associative Bglue.^

To test this hypothesis, we used a modified version of the
reassignment paradigm in Experiment 3. Rather than using
different button pecks as the mediating responses, the pigeons

here had to make a common number of pecks to multiple
views of an object. Specifically, different numbers of required
pecks were associated with the two presented objects: one
necessitated a small work requirement, whereas the other ne-
cessitated a large work requirement. Such small and large
work requirements are extremely salient to pigeons (Bhatt &
Wasserman, 1987; Felton & Lyon, 1966).

In Experiment 2, the pigeons appeared not to have retained
information about the general shape of an object over the
course of the entire experiment. By associating the multiple
rotations of each object with a common event that the pigeons
find particularly salient—the number of required pecks—the
birds in Experiment 3 may be more likely to come under the
control of general object shape and to retain this information
throughout later stages of the experiment.

Method

Participants The participants were 13 feral pigeons that were
different from those studied in Experiments 1 and 2; they were
maintained at 85 % of their free-feed weights by controlled
daily feeding. Of the 13 pigeons, five did not complete the
experiment due to failures in meeting criterion in various
phases of the study. The pigeons were kept on a 14-h/10-h,
light/dark schedule and given free access to water and grit
throughout the experiment.

Apparatus The apparatus was identical to that used in
Experiment 1. Only the center button was used in this
experiment.

Stimuli The stimuli consisted of the barrel and brick geons
used in Experiment 2 (see Rows 2 and 3 of Fig. 2). These
stimuli varied from one another by two non-accidental prop-
erties of their generalized cone (Biederman, 1987) character-
izations: The barrel had a circular cross-section and non-
parallel sides; the brick had a square cross section and parallel
sides. The stimuli were rotated in depth by 72° intervals to
yield five different views of each geon. The stimuli ranged
from 2–4 cm in width and from 2–4 cm in height and were
shown in Hypercard at 130 × 130 pixels.

Procedure At the beginning of a trial, the center display area
was illuminated with a black cross centered on a white back-
ground. A single peck anywhere within that display area turned
on a single-geon stimulus in the center screen. The pigeons had
to peck the center screen a fixed number of times (depending on
the stimulus). After the final peck, a food pellet reinforcer was
delivered. Intertrial intervals ranged from 6 to 10 s (M = 8 s).

The experiment consisted of three phases: original training,
reassignment training, and testing. Four pigeons were ran-
domly assigned to one of two reinforcement regimens which
thus formed a counterbalanced order (eight pigeons total). In
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one regimen, the barrel was associated with 20 pecks and the
brick was associated with 60 pecks; in the second regimen, the
barrel was associated with 60 pecks and the brick was associ-
ated with 20 pecks. Two pigeons in each counterbalancing
were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: the
Reassignment condition or the Control condition (four pi-
geons in each).

Pigeons in the Reassignment condition received trials with
two single-geon objects shown at five depth rotations: 0°, 72°,
144°, −144°, and −72° (see Fig. 2). Pigeons in the Control
condition received trials with two single-geon objects shown
at one depth rotation, 0°.

In original training, we used a randomized block design. In
the Reassignment condition, each block consisted of two pre-
sentations of each of the five views of the two objects, for a
total of 20 trials in a single block. In the Control condition,
each block consisted of ten presentations of the 0° view of
each object, for a total of 20 trials in a single block. Original
training comprised eight blocks in each daily session for a
total of 160 trials per day.

Performance was measured by response rate (pecks per s),
which was defined as the overall rate including the latency to
the first peck (Felton & Lyon, 1966). Pigeons exhibit a strong
tendency to peck quickly when a stimulus is associated with a
small amount of work and to peck slowly when a stimulus is
associated with a large amount of work; this result is largely
due to an increase in the latency to begin pecking when pre-
sented with a stimulus associated with a large amount of work
(Felton & Lyon, 1966). In order to calculate the peck rate in
pecks per second for each trial, we divided the number of total
pecks required by the total number of seconds it took for the
pigeon to complete the trial after stimulus presentation.

All pigeons began the experiment with a Fixed Ratio of 20
pecks (FR20) and 60 pecks (FR60) as the assigned peck re-
quirements, but we adjusted the higher peck requirement (60
pecks) for individual birds as needed to encourage discrimi-
nation learning and to maintain discriminative performance
(see Table 2 for the peck requirements of individual birds
during the testing phase). Each bird was required to remain
in original training until the peck rate to the geon associated
with FR20 was 1.0 pecks per s higher than the peck rate to the
geon associated with FR60 (or whatever the greater peck re-
quirement happened to be for that particular bird). The pi-
geons had to maintain this performance for 3 consecutive days
to meet criterion. For the Reassignment condition, we used the
mean peck rate across all five views. This criterion ensured
that the pigeons were accurately discriminating between the
geons. In addition, requiring the same learning criterion for
pigeons in the Reassignment and Control conditions assured
that both groups had been trained to an equivalent level of
performance, despite the differing proportion of trials with
the 0° view within daily sessions. Pigeons progressed to reas-
signment training once they had met criterion.

During reassignment training, pigeons were trained with
only the 0° view of each object; that view was associated with
the peck requirement that was opposite to the peck require-
ment in original training. So, if the barrel was associated with
FR20 during original training, then it was associated with
FR60 during reassignment training. A randomized block de-
sign was used, in which each block consisted of ten presenta-
tions of the 0° view of the barrel and the brick, for a total of 20
trials in a single block. There were eight blocks in each daily
session for a total of 160 trials. A pigeon remained in reas-
signment training until it attained a peck rate to the stimulus
associated with the low requirement that was 1.0 pecks per s
higher than the peck rate to the stimulus associated with the
high requirement and maintained this performance for 3 con-
secutive days.

During the testing phase, the pigeons continued to receive
trials with the 0° view of each geon; the peck requirements
arranged in reassignment training remained in force. The test-
ing stimuli comprised the four non-reassigned views (72°,
144°, −144°, and −72°) of both objects; these views had been
given to the birds in the Reassignment condition during the

Table 2 Peck requirements during the testing phase for pigeons in
Experiment 3

Individual pigeon peck requirements

Birds in the experimental
condition

Peck requirement Days on requirement

31B 20, 140 20

23Y 20, 80 14

20, 75 3

20, 60 3

63W 20, 80 18

20, 70 2

12Y 20, 70 5

20, 95 1

20, 85 10

20, 80 1

20, 90 3

Birds in the control condition

29W 20, 50 3

20, 60 1

20, 65 3

20, 90 8

20, 70 5

66Y 20, 60 19

20, 65 1

62R 20, 60 3

20, 65 17

52W 20, 60 3

20, 80 10

20, 65 7
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original training phase, but they were withheld during the
reassignment training phase. In addition, the 0° reassigned
view was given as a testing stimulus, to provide equal num-
bers of testing trials for each view. Either the low or the high
peck requirement was randomly chosen for each testing trial,
so that the birds were unable to benefit from explicit training
on these trials. Testing sessions were alternated with reassign-
ment training sessions during the testing phase to maintain
performance on the reassigned stimuli. During the intervening
reassignment training sessions, a pigeonwas required tomain-
tain the 1.0 peck per s difference between the peck require-
ments; if it did not, then it was returned to reassignment train-
ing until it again met the criterion for at least one session.

Testing sessions began with ten warm-up trials (five pre-
sentations of the 0° view for each of the two objects). The
remainder of the testing session followed a randomized block
design. Each block consisted of 32 trials with 30 of the trials
involving the reassigned training views (15 presentations of
the 0° view of the two objects) and the remaining two trials
involving the testing stimuli. The two testing stimuli were
chosen randomly without replacement from the total pool of
ten testing stimuli (the 72°, 144°, 0°, −144°, and −72° views
of each object). There were five blocks in each daily session
for a total of 170 trials (ten warm-up trials with the reassigned
peck ratios, 150 training trials with the reassigned peck ratios,
and ten testing trials with randomly chosen ratios). Each bird
continued in testing until it had received 20 testing sessions.

Results and discussion

The pigeons in the Reassignment and Control conditions
spent a mean of 25 days and 16 days in original training,
respectively; this disparity suggests that learning to associate
the different peck requirement to five views of each object in
the Reassignment condition was more difficult than associat-
ing the requirement with a single view of each object. The
pigeons in both the Reassignment and Control conditions
spent a mean of 7 days in reassignment training. Testing ses-
sions were alternated with reassignment sessions until a bird
had completed a total of 20 testing sessions. Reassignment
sessions were given during the testing phase to maintain per-
formance to the reassigned stimuli. The minimum number of
days in testing was 39 (20 testing sessions and a minimum of
19 reassignment sessions). However, if a pigeon did not meet
the criterion during a reassignment session (criterion = peck
rate to the low FR stimulus at least 1.0 pecks per s higher than
the peck rate to the high FR stimulus), then it would remain in
reassignment training until it once again met the criterion. As a
result of this requirement, during the testing phase, pigeons in
the Reassignment condition had a mean of 46 reassignment
sessions and pigeons in the Control condition had a mean of
34 reassignment sessions (the minimum number of sessions
required if the criterion were alwaysmet would have been 19).

Again, these data suggest that performance was more difficult
to maintain in the Reassignment condition.

Five birds did not complete the experiment. Two pigeons
were replaced because they failed to meet criterion in original
training after 60 sessions. Two additional pigeons were re-
placed because they did not meet criterion in reassignment
training after 25 sessions; this criterion was set in reassign-
ment training to alleviate memory problems due to long delays
between original training and testing. Finally, a fifth pigeon
was replaced because it completed only 1 day of testing
followed by 23 days of reassignment training, again creating
an extended delay between original training and the remainder
of the testing sessions. In total, eight of the 13 pigeons that
started the experiment completed all three phases; the results
from those pigeons were analyzed.

Only data from the testing phase are presented here. To
analyze these data, we used the difference score between the
peck rates to the stimuli associated with a high number of
pecks and to the stimuli associated with a low number of
pecks. Using the difference score minimizes differences in
overall response rate among pigeons.

To calculate the difference score, for each of the 20 testing
sessions, we subtracted the mean peck rates to both types of
stimuli at the 0° view. For the remaining views, we combined
the −72° and 72° views and the −144° and 144° views of each
object prior to subtracting the high peck-requirement stimuli
from the low peck-requirement stimuli; the direction of rota-
tion was arbitrarily chosen and was not informative when
comparing data between objects.

If the pigeons in the Reassignment condition maintained a
high peck rate to the object associated with FR20 and a low
peck rate to the object associated with FR60—even to the
withheld views—then the difference scores at 72° and 144°
should not be significantly smaller than the difference score at
0°. Thus, the peck rate difference scores should not be signif-
icantly different from one another at the 0°, 72°, and 144°
views. Figure 7 shows the difference scores for the
Reassignment condition and the Control condition. It is evi-
dent from Fig. 7 that the pigeons did not respond similarly at
the different distances from the reassigned view in the
Reassignment condition. The difference between the peck
rates for the objects associated with high and low peck re-
quirements was much smaller for the withheld views than
for the reassigned view. For the reassigned (0°) view the mean
difference score was 1.2, whereas for the withheld views the
difference scores were much smaller (72° = 0.6; 144° = 0.6).
We can compare this pattern to that of the Control condition
for which the results were quite similar: a difference score of
1.1 for the 0° views, 0.8 for the 72° views, and 0.4 for the 144°
views.

To statistically assess these observations, we first analyzed
the data from the Reassignment condition alone. The peck
rates to the testing stimuli were analyzed using a repeated
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measures, full factorial one-way ANOVA of Distance from
Training View (0°, 72°, and 144°). The peck rate difference
scores were the dependent measure. The main effect of
Distance from the Training View was significant [F(2, 6) =
7.10, p < .05, η2partial = 0.10]. A planned comparison between
the 0° reassigned view and the view 72° from the reassigned
view (includes both the 72° and −72° views) revealed a sig-
nificant difference, t = 3.22, p < .05. A planned comparison
between the 0° reassigned view and the view 144° from the
reassigned view was also significant, t = 3.16, p < .05. These
results indicate that there were robust disparities between the
peck rates for the reassigned views and the withheld views of
the objects.

Next, we compared the testing data for the Reassignment
and Control conditions. Comparing the Reassignment condi-
tion to the Control condition was necessary to determine
whether initial training with all five views in the
Experimental condition had any effect on the pigeons’ re-
sponse rates to the four withheld views. The only procedural
difference between the conditions was this initial training; the
Control condition was trained with only one view and the
Experimental condition was trained with 5 views. The data
are presented in Fig. 7. Surprisingly, the pigeons in the
Control condition exhibited a larger difference score than the
Reassignment condition at the 72° rotation. However, at the
144° rotation, this pattern was reversed.

To explore these data in greater detail, the difference scores
were analyzed using a repeated measures, full factorial analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA) of View (0°, 72°, and 144°) as
within-participant variables and Condition (reassignment and
control) as a between-participants variable. The main effect of
View was significant [F(2, 6) = 14.44, p < 0.001, η2partial =
0.10], indicating that the pigeons did not respond identically to

all views of the objects. The main effect of Condition was not
significant [F(1, 6) = 0.07, p > 0.05], however, indicating that
across all views, there was no overall disparity between the
groups’ difference scores. The interaction between View and
Condition was also non-significant [F(2, 12) = 2.40, p > 0.05],
indicating that there was no significant difference in the pat-
terns of responding to the different views.

We also wanted to analyze Days 1 and 2 of the
Reassignment condition in the testing phase separately to de-
termine if repeated testing overmany daysmight wash out any
effects that may have been evident early in testing. Figure 8
shows the first 2 days of testing plotted along with the full
20 days of testing. Again, we saw very little difference be-
tween peck rates disparities on the first 2 days of the experi-
ment compared to the full 20 days of testing. The peck rates to
the testing stimuli for Days 1 and 2 were analyzed using a
repeated measures, full factorial one-way ANOVA of
Distance from Training View (0°, 72°, and 144°). The peck
rate difference scores were the dependent measure. The main
effect of Distance from the Training View was significant
[F(2, 6) = 6.45, p < .05, η2partial = 0.15]. Thus, there appear
to be no appreciable differences between the results from
Days 1 and 2 and those from the full 20 days.

In Experiment 3, we explored whether changing the re-
sponse properties of the reassignment procedure would pro-
duce results that were consistent with previous recognition
studies using these stimuli (Peissig et al., 2000a, 2000b).
Astley and Wasserman (1999) demonstrated that paradigms
which directly affect the delay or probability of reinforcement
are extremely effective in supporting the formation of equiv-
alence classes in pigeons. These types of manipulations,
which directly affect reinforcement, may simply be more

Fig. 8 The peck rate difference scores (response to high rate stimulus
minus response to low rate stimulus) in the Reassignment condition for
days 1 and 2 of the testing phase of Experiment 3 plotted along with the
scores for days 1–20 of the testing phase. The data are plotted as a
function of distance from the reassigned view. Error bars represent
95 % confidence intervals

Fig. 7 The peck rate difference scores (response to high rate stimulus
minus response to low rate stimulus) in Experiment 3 during the testing
phase plotted as a function of distance from the reassigned view. Error
bars represent 95 % confidence intervals
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salient to the pigeon compared to responses such as choice
button selections. To determine whether the results of
Experiments 1 and 2 were due to the specific training param-
eters, we used an associative mediator that may be more sa-
lient to the pigeon than a particular button response—the num-
ber of pecks required to earn reinforcement.

It is evident from the results of this experiment that the data
from Experiments 1 and 2 did not merely reflect the low sa-
lience of the choice button response for the pigeon. In
Experiment 3, we used different work requirements in an at-
tempt to strengthen the associations learned during the course
of the experiment. Nevertheless, pigeons trained with five
views (Reassignment condition) did not generalize the
reassigned response to the withheld views to any greater degree
than did pigeons trained with only one view (Control condi-
tion). Consistent with the results of Experiments 1 and 2, the
results of this experiment suggest that pigeons do not form a
general object concept that they are then able to use to mediate
the changes in response contingencies in the reassignment
procedure.

Experiment 4

In Experiments 1, 2, and 3, we were unable to find evidence
that the pigeons generalized the new, reassigned response to
the withheld views to an extent that is any greater than would
be expected based on novel stimulus generalization. At this
point, it may be tempting to conclude that these results are
simply due to limitations on the pigeon’s ability to form gen-
eral object concepts. However, it is unclear whether humans
would fare any better in a reassignment experiment without
the benefit of explicit instructions.

There are studies which suggest that humans would readily
generalize the newly trained response to non-reassigned
views. Gelman and Markman (1986) tested whether young
children would be biased to respond based on appearance or
on category membership when these conflicted. For example,
would children predict that a shark breathes more like a trop-
ical fish (in the same category) or a dolphin (more visually
similar)? They found that 4-year-olds were able to respond
based on the category rather than visual appearance. These
findings indicate that, even at a young age, humans readily
form general concepts and accurately apply these concepts.

Although studies like Gelman and Markman (1986) sug-
gest that it is likely that humans would generalize in a reas-
signment task, our specific methodology and stimuli have
never been tested with humans. In the studies presented here,
we were not testing the properties of category membership
(e.g., does a shark breathe like a dolphin or a fish?). Rather,
we were examining how different object views are treated
when one view has been reassigned to a new label. Also, just
like the pigeons, wewanted the humans in our study to have to

complete the task without explicit instructions, and instead
learn the correct responses via trial-and-error.

So, in Experiment 4, we gave people a task that was nearly
identical to the one that we gave pigeons in Experiment 1, and
involving the same stimuli (see Fig. 2). We used key presses
on a standard keyboard instead of pecks to a touchscreen; the
same four key presses were used during original training and
reassignment training. People were not given any explicit in-
structions regarding the nature of the task; they were only
instructed to press keys when a stimulus was presented and
told they would have to guess to determine the correct
responses.

Method

Participants A total of 20 undergraduate students from the
Psychology Subject Pool at California State University,
Fullerton received credit in their psychology courses in ex-
change for their participation.

Apparatus The computer-based tasks were carried out with
the use of three 20-in iMac® (Apple Incorporated,
Cupertino, CA, USA) computers. The computer tasks were
executed using Superlab 4.0.7b (Cedrus Corporation, San
Pedro, CA, USA).

Stimuli The stimuli were the same as those used in
Experiment 1: an arch, a barrel, a brick, and a wedge that
varied from one another by a variety of non-accidental prop-
erties of their generalized cone characterizations (Biederman,
1987). The geons were rotated in depth along a horizontal axis
in 72° intervals to yield 5 different views of each geon (see
Fig. 2).

Procedure Prior to the beginning of the study, people were
instructed to choose one of four keys on the keyboard in re-
sponse to the stimulus: the Bc^ and Bv^ keys for the left hand
and the Bn^ and Bm^ keys for right hand. These four keys
were each labeled with a different colored sticker (with the
letters still visible) to help participants find them easily.
Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accu-
rately as possible and were also informed that they would have
to guess initially to determine the correct response. At the
beginning of a trial, the center display area was illuminated
with a black cross centered on a white background for 500 ms.
The fixation cross was followed by a single-geon stimulus
presented in the center of the screen. After a correct choice,
the stimulus was removed from the display area and an inter-
trial interval of 1,500 ms was given. After an incorrect choice,
an Bincorrect^ tone (Basso.aiff which is a standard sound ef-
fect onMacintosh computers) was given and the stimulus was
turned off. The participant then proceeded through one or
more correction trials (repeating the incorrect trial until a
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correct choice was made). There was no limit on the number
of correction trials given and these trials were not scored for
analysis.

Experiment 4 comprised three phases: original training,
reassignment training, and testing. In original training, people
were taught to press one of the four different keyboard keys
(Bc^, Bv ,̂ Bn^, and Bm^) in response to all five views (0°, 72°,
144°, −144°, and −72°, created by rotating the objects in depth
in the horizontal axis) of each of the four single-geon stimuli
(see Fig. 2). Keyboard assignments were counterbalanced
across the three computers using a partial Latin-square design.
We used a randomized block design for original training; each
block consisted of one presentation of each of the five views
of each of the four geons, yielding a total of 20 trials, each of
which was presented twice. In reassignment training, one
view (the 0° view) of each of the four geons was reassigned
to a new keyboard response. The four remaining views of each
geon were withheld during reassignment training. Key reas-
signment was again counterbalanced across the three com-
puters. For reassignment training, we used a randomized
block design; each block consisted of ten presentations of
the 0° view of each of the four geons for a total of 40 trials
in the reassignment phase. The same procedure for correct and
incorrect trials used in the training phase was used in the
reassignment phase.

In the testing phase, trials with the tested stimuli were non-
differentially reinforced; that is, the participant received no
feedback, and all trials ended in a manner identical to correct
trials in the preceding two phases. The instruction screen prior
to starting the testing phase informed participants that they
would receive no feedback. The testing phase followed a ran-
domized block design and contained a total of 40 trials, in-
cluding each of the four reassigned views and the remaining
16 withheld views, each presented twice.

Results and discussion

Two participants were excluded from analysis; these partici-
pants did not achieve 80 % or greater accuracy in the second
half of original training. All of the 18 remaining participants
achieved 80% or above accuracy in the second half of original
training. The data were collapsed across the −72° and 72°
rotations and the −144° and 144° rotations across all four
geons. The mean choice accuracy for each of the three views
was 92 %. It is evident from these data that people showed
highly similar performance to the reassigned and withheld
views.

In order to confirm these initial observations, we analyzed
choice accuracy using a repeated measures, full factorial
ANOVA of Geon (arch, barrel, brick, and wedge) by View
(−144°, −72°, 0°, 72°, and 144°). Themain effect of Geonwas
not significant [F(3, 51) = 1.28, p > 0.05], indicating that the
people’s choice accuracy for the different geons did not differ

significantly from one another. The main effect of View was
non-significant [F(4, 68) = 0.84, p > 0.05], indicating that
people responded similarly to the five different views. The
interaction of Geon by View was not significant, [F(12, 204)
= 1.17, p > 0.05]; this result indicated that people responded
similarly to the different views for all four geons.

The results with human participants indicate that, as previ-
ous studies suggested, people more readily form equivalence
classes consisting of different views of the same object than do
pigeons. Thus, it appears that the fundamental issue that is
raised by our first three experiments is not a problem with
the reassignment paradigm itself, but rather concerns what
pigeons learn under this training paradigm and/or the way in
which pigeons store multiple views of an object. In this con-
nection, it is important to consider the possibility that people
may have used a verbal label for each geon, which they could
then easily use to help them associate the new, reassigned
response to all views of the geons. In order to eliminate this
possibility, however, we would need to create highly variable
categories, so that a single verbal label would not be possible,
something that could be explored in future comparative
studies.

General discussion

We conducted four experiments that used Lea’s (1984) reas-
signment procedure in both pigeons and humans to better un-
derstand how object concepts are utilized. In Experiment 1, we
trained pigeons with five views of four different simple objects
(geons). We then reassigned a single view of each geon to a
new response. Finally, we showed the withheld views to the
pigeons to determine the extent to which they generalized the
new response to the untrained views. If the birds exhibited
response accuracies that were similar for both reassigned and
non-reassigned views, then such generalization would have
indicated that pigeons form a flexible general concept for each
object that is similar to the object representations that are
formed by normal adult humans. If that were the case, then
reassigning the response to one view of that object should have
automatically led to a change in responding to all of the re-
maining views. This was not the result we found. Rather, the
new response did not generalize to the remaining views any
more than would have been expected had the birds never been
trained with those additional views.

In Experiments 2 and 3, the reassignment procedure was
further explored in pigeons by attempting to make the connec-
tion between the new response to the withheld views of the
same object more salient. Again, the pigeons did not show
similar responding to both the reassigned and the withheld
views. Finally, in Experiment 4, we tested humans with the
same stimuli and task as in Experiment 1 to determine whether
humans would more readily generalize the new response than
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did pigeons. As expected, people did robustly generalize the
new response to the withheld views.

It is possible that the pigeons performed a very simple
visual analysis, such as pixel similarity, rather than object or
image similarity (which should be greater among different
views of the same object than to different views of different
objects) to determine how object views should be processed.
Thus, if there were more pixel overlap between a particular
view of the arch and a particular view of the brick, then the
pigeons’ key responses may have been biased. In previous
studies, we have analyzed this possibility and found that pixel
similarity cannot account for the typical patterns of generali-
zation such as those reported here (Peissig et al. 2000a).

Taken together, these data suggest that people form general
object concepts and respond similarly to all views of the same
object. For pigeons, however, another process or mechanism
may be interfering with such generalization. It may be that that
pigeons form individual representations for each of the trained
views, and, depending on the training conditions, the connec-
tion among these different views of the same object might be
made to be stronger or weaker. Previous studies have shown
that pigeons generalize more readily to views of the same
object than they do to views of different objects (Peissig
et al. 2000b). This finding held even though the pigeons had
been trained with only one view of the target object as the S+,
while different views of the target object as well as diverse
views of a different object were each trained as S-s.

Our three different versions of the reassignment paradigm
failed to show that pigeons form a robust, flexible general
object representation for each object. One possible explana-
tion for our present findings is that the reassignment procedure
is inherently flawed. However, in Experiment 4, we were able
to use the procedure successfully with humans, so we can rule
out this possibility.

Another explanation is that the reassignment procedure
does not work when given to pigeons. Certainly, the literature
does contain some examples of failures of the procedure to
reveal concept formation (Bhatt & Wasserman, 1989; Von
Fersen & Lea, 1990), but there are also several examples of
successes (Delius, Ameling, Staddon, & Lea, 1995; Vaughan,
1988; Wasserman, DeVolder, & Coppage, 1992). It may be
important to note that, when the reassignment procedure has
been successful, it has often (but not always) involved repeat-
ed contingency reversals (Delius et al. 1995; Vaughan, 1988).
These reversals could act as a kind of tutelage for the pigeons,
effectively instructing them that they are to associate the stim-
uli with one another and respond in kind. This suggests that
pigeons have difficulty with changing contingencies and re-
quire additional training to be able to quickly accommodate
these changes.

One limiting factor may be the number of stimuli that are
given during reassignment training. Perhaps because only one
exemplar from each of the four categories was shown during

reassignment training, inadequate information was provided
to the pigeon as to the adequacy of the stimulus representing
all four of the remaining members of the category. This limi-
tation may be an indication of weaker binding of different
views to a general object concept for pigeons. After all, none
of the category members was new; each had previously been
associated with the same response to the same criterion level,
and therefore should have been substitutable for one another.
Indeed, independent evidence suggests that members of each
of the object classes look more like one another than they
resemble members of the other object classes (Peissig et al.,
2002; Peissig et al., 2000b).

Another possible explanation for the pigeon data is that the
birds are behaving as do humans with prefrontal cortex dam-
age or very young children when faced with a sudden reversal
or change in contingencies (Kendler & Kendler, 1962). For
example, researchers have shown that people with some types
of prefrontal cortex damage do poorly on problems such as the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (Bornstein, 1986; Milner, 1963;
Stuss et al., 2000). These individuals may initially understand
the card sorting task, however they later do poorly because
they do not know how to respond when the contingencies are
changed. Similarly, Kendler and Kendler (1962) discuss re-
search which shows that children at the age of four have dif-
ficulty with reversals of behavioral contingencies; however,
by the age of seven children are able to rapidly adjust to
reversals. Their results suggest a developmental shift in
humans exposed to these types of tasks. If these decisional
processes are related to why the pigeons sometimes perform
poorly in the reassignment procedure, then we might expect
that young children (age 4 years and under) would behave
more like pigeons than adult humans in our version of the
reassignment task.

In conclusion, our study may suggest an important differ-
ence in the structure of object representations between humans
and pigeons (for more on this possibility, see Soto &
Wasserman, 2014; Wasserman & Biederman, 2012). Pigeons
may form individual representations for each of the trained
views, and, depending on the training conditions, the
connection among these different views of the same ob-
ject might be stronger or weaker. Alternatively, pigeons’
decision-making abilities may be unable to adjust to
abrupt changes in response contingency; they may only
be able to respond appropriately after many reversals or
extensive response-switch training.

Based on the results of several other studies (Peissig et al.
2000a& 2000b; Peissig et al. 2002;Wasserman&Biederman,
2012), it is obvious that whatever form the object representa-
tion takes, it is sufficiently flexible to allow for fairly broad
generalization under a large number of learning and testing
conditions. However, deploying the reassignment procedure
with multiple object views may push pigeons to the limit in
displaying that flexibility.
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